
592086  TWIN TIGER
 
Twin Tiger is a very aggressive tool used for 
coating removal and the profiling of concrete 
floors. The Twin Tiger can remove coatings up 
to 7 mm and provide a CSP profile of 5-7. The 
Twin Tiger is most effectively used on the SC-
650 size machine and larger, however it can be 
used on all Scanmaskin Grinding Machines. 
 
9 pcs / set

592370  RAZORBACK SILVER
Razorback Silver is a very aggressive tool 
used for coating removal and the profiling 
of concrete floors. The Razorback Silver can 
remove coatings, mastic, and glue up to 3 
mm and provide a CSP profile of 3-5. The 
Razorback Silver can be used effectively on all 
Scanmaskin Grinding Machines.  

9 pcs / set

592080  TIGER GOLD
Tiger Gold is a very aggressive tool used for 
coating removal and the profiling of concrete 
floors. The Tiger Gold can remove coatings up 
to 7 mm and provide a CSP profile of 5-7. The 
Tiger Gold is most effectively used on the SC-
650 size machine and larger, however it can be 
used on all Scanmaskin Grinding Machines. 

9 pcs / set

521100 BUSH HAMMER
The Bushhammer is a very aggressive tool 
used for coating removal and the profiling 
of concrete floors. CSP Profiles of 4-5 are 
achievable with the Bushammer Tooling. 
Designed to be used with the Combiflex 
line of Grinders (650-1000). Provides results 
similar to a milling machine (scarifier) or a 
blasting machine. 

3 pcs / set 

 592043  PIRANAH
The Piranha is a very useful tool when removing 
thin coatings from concrete surfaces, up to 
3 mm. It works very well in the removal of 
paint, flake flooring, glue residue and carpet 
remnants. The Piranha removes coatings with 
the least possible impact on the concrete 
surface. Can be used effectively on all 
Scanmaskin Grinding Machines. 

9 pcs / set

592013  TIGER SILVER
Tiger Silver is a very aggressive tool used for 
coating removal and the profiling of concrete 
floors. The Tiger Silver can remove coatings 
up to 4 mm and provide a CSP profile of 4-6. 
The Tiger Silver can be used effectively on all 
Scanmaskin Grinding Machines. 

9 pcs / set

 592078  BAUTA CRUSH
The BAUTA Crush is a diamond tool with 
large PCD Chips. This tool is very effective 
and aggressive in the removal of floor 
coverings, as well as milling concrete. Can be 
used effectively on all Scanmaskin Grinding 
Machines. 
 

9 pcs / set

100500  CONCRETE TEST KIT 
Take the guess work out of tooling selection 
with the Mohs hardness test. The concrete 
test kit helps you to determine the hardness 
of the concrete, allowing you to select 
the correctly bonded tools for maximum 
productivity and extended tool life. 

592081  TIGER GOLD WH
Tiger Gold WH is a very aggressive tool 
used for coating removal and the profiling 
of concrete floors. The Tiger Gold WH can 
remove coatings up to 7 mm and provide a 
CSP profile of 5-7. The Tiger Gold WH is most 
effectively used on the SC-650 size machine 
and larger, however it can be used on all 
Scanmaskin Grinding Machines. 
 
9 pcs / set

COATING REMOVAL 
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592380  SINGLE ROUNDON TIGER
The Single Round On is a very aggressive tool 
used for coating removal and the profiling 
of concrete floors. The Single Round On can 
remove coatings up to 4 mm and provide a 
CSP profile of 4-6. The Single Round On can 
be used effectively on all Scanmaskin Grinding 
Machines. 
 
9 pcs / set

592378  SINGLE ROUNDON CRUSH
The Single Round On is a diamond tool with 
large PCD Chips. This tool is very effective 
and aggressive in the removal of floor 
coverings, as well as milling concrete. Can be 
used effectively on all Scanmaskin Grinding 
Machines. 
 
9 pcs / set

COATING REMOVAL 

592480  STEEL RIP
Steel Rip is an aggressive tool 
designed for demolishing Dynagrip or 
other hard anti-slip coatings made of 
epoxy or polyurethane.

9 pcs / set

592419  STEEL GRIND
Steel Grind is a tool designed for use in 
grinding steel surfaces.  

9 pcs / set

592450  BIG BAUTA
The Big Bauta is a tool specifically 
developed for grinding steel studs on 
ship decks. Big Bauta is adapted for 
our larger machines and is extremely 
durable. 

9 pcs / set

592470  STEEL RIP & 
GRIND
Steel Rip & Grind is a tool that is 
specifically designed to strip away 
coatings and /or pitting of steel 
surfaces. 

9 pcs / set

STEEL TOOLS 

HARDWOOD TOOLS 

592044  SCRATCH WITH 
CLAW 
 
This tool is designed to remove 
coatings and aluminum oxide 
finishes off of wood flooring. 
 
9 pcs / set 

592141  SCRATCH 
ROUGH
 
This tool is designed for hard 
wood flooring and is suitable for 
rough sanding and flattening of 
wood flooring and decking. 
 
9 pcs / set 

592142  SCRATCH MEDI-
UM 
 
This tool is designed for hard 
wood flooring and is suitable for 
rough sanding and flattening of 
wood flooring and decking. 
 
9 pcs / set 

SANDPAPER 
 
Our sandpaper is used with our 
machines Scan Combiflex 330RS 
and Scanmaskin 18 when sanding
hard wood floors. Attach the 
sandpaper to the Veldro holders 
and middle cushion. 8 different 
grits: #16, #24, #36, #40, #60, #80, 
#100, #120.
 
3 pcs / set 
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BAUTA DOUBLE
Bauta Double is our series of diamond tools that give you more diamond for the money. The high quality grinding tools 
vary in grit and bond to suit every grinding need.

BAUTA DOUBLE WHITE #150
SCSSSS 592560 | SCSSS 592561 | SCSS 592562 | 
SCS 592563 | SCM 592564 | SCL 592565 | SCX 592566 
| SCXX 592567 

The Bauta Double White provides a very 
refined surface. The Bauta Double white is also 
used to grind natural stone.

BAUTA DOUBLE YELLOW #200
SCSSS 592571 | SCSS 592572 | SCS 592573 | SCM 
592574

The Bauta Double Yellow is designed to grind 
natural stone, both wet and dry.

BAUTA DOUBLE RED #100/120
SCS 592553 | SCM 592554 
 
The Bauta Double Red is designed to achieve 
a very refined surface. This tool used to grind 
concrete, terrazzo, and natural stone.

BAUTA DOUBLE GREEN #60/80
SCSSS 592541 | SCSS 592542 | SCS 592543 |  
SCM 592544 | SCL 592545 | SCX 592546

The Bauta Double Green is designed to 
provide a very refined surface. The tool is 
suitable for grinding before applying lacquer 
or other thin surface protection products.

BAUTA DOUBLE BLUE #30/40
SCSSSS 592530 | SCSSS 592531 | SCSS 592532 | 
SCS 592533 | SCM 592534 |SCL 592535 |  
SCX 592536 | SCXX 592537 | SCXXX 592538 | 
SCXXXX 592539

The Bauta Double Blue is a tool designed 
for fine grinding prior to painting or 
applying thin coatings.

BAUTA DOUBLE BROWN  #20/25
SCSSSS 592520 | SCM 592524 | SCL 592525 |  
SCX 592526 | SCXX 592527

The Bauta Double Brown is a tool designed for 
coarse grinding. It is very a appropriate tool to 
use before applying putty, thermoset coatings, 
or tile.

BAUTA DOUBLE SILVER #8/11
SCSSS 592501 | SCSS 592502 | SCS 592503 |  
SCM 592504| SCL 592505 | SCX 592506 | SCXX 
592507

The Bauta Double Silver is a very aggressive 
tool designed for rough grinding, flattening, 
and coating removal.

BAUTA DOUBLE BLACK #14/16
SCSSSS 592510 | SCSSS 592511 | SCSS 592512 | 
SCS 592513 | SCM 592514 | SCL 592515 | SCX 592516 
| SCXX 592517 | SCXXX 592518 | SCXXXX 592519

The Bauta Double Black is a very aggressive 
tool designed for rough grinding, flattening, 
and coating removal.

PINK EXPRESS
DOUBLE 592585 | SINGLE 592586

Pink Express is specifically designed to quickly 
and efficiently grind through the toughest 
surfaces. 

9 pcs / set

CONCRETE TOOLS 
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SCSSSS: 8–9 Special diamond tool

SCSSS: 7–8 Extremely soft diamond tool for concrete floors with a glossy hard surface

SCSS: 6–7 Extra soft diamond tool for extra hard concrete

SCS: 5–6 Soft diamond tool for hard concrete

SCM: 4–5 Medium hard diamond tool for fast cutting of normal concrete

SCL: 4–5 Hard diamond tool for normal concrete (longer diamond life)

SCX: 3–4 Extra hard diamond tool for soft concrete and filler remnants

SCXX: 2–3 Very hard diamond tool for rain damaged concrete and rough concrete surfaces

SCXXX: 2–3 Extremely hard diamond tool for newly cast concrete

SCXXXX: 2–3 Special diamond tool

HARDNESS INDEX
Every color of each tool comes in different hardnesses. 
 
HARDNESS MOHS
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